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Executive Summary

The United States is currently experiencing a renewed influx of migrants from Honduras. While the factors driving this surge in migration are complex, a deterioration of country conditions in Honduras in recent years is a primary factor. Rule of law is particularly weak as a result of a combination of political instability following the 2009 coup, and the increasingly powerful role of various non-state actors, including street gangs, transnational drug cartels, multi-national companies, and certain elite businessmen and landowners. Symptomatic of this climate of lawlessness is the fact that Honduras has held the dubious distinction of having the highest homicide rate in the world for the past four years. In this environment, violence has become the primary means for asserting social control, including targeted killings carried out by hit-men, violent actions by paramilitary private security teams, and a heavily militarized approach to addressing systemic social problems by Honduran police.

In light of these conditions, some Hondurans fleeing north attempt to claim refugee status through the U.S. asylum process. The U.S. asylum system is supposed to facilitate the protection of individuals fleeing persecution or who have a well-founded fear of future persecution in their country of origin. In reality, the asylum process is a high-stakes process for those whose life is in danger in their home country: asylum applicants risk the possibility of deportation to assert their case for recognition as an asylee. Under federal statute, asylum claimants must show both that they have a well-founded fear of persecution in their country of origin and that they are a member of one of the groups protected by the 1980 U.S. Refugee Act, a statute that mirrors the protected categories in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. They may also file a claim under the Convention Against Torture, which forbids the U.S. from deporting anyone into a situation where they will be tortured.

While Hondurans are increasingly filing for asylum, Honduran claims are granted at a much lower rate than those from other countries around the world. Honduran asylum seekers are typically fleeing violence by persecutors with mixed motives, and it is not always clear if violence or threats to a person’s physical integrity have been committed by state or non-state actors. This makes claiming asylum difficult under the often adversarial U.S. asylum system, where the legal framework for asylum claims heavily favors those who are clearly persecuted by state actors on account of “traditional grounds” such as race, nationality or religion. In a country with a weak rule of law and generalized violence, proving that an individual has been specifically targeted on account of a particular trait can be difficult, since motives for violence are complex. Similarly, courts are often hesitant to consider infliction of certain economic harms to be persecution, even when (like in Honduras) they are frequently inseparable from
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socio-political power structures, and are usually accompanied by serious threats or acts of violence. Thus even though Hondurans may have experienced violence or threats directed specifically at them, and even though the state fails to provide protection or is complicit in the victimization of these asylum seekers, Hondurans may be denied asylum by U.S. courts.

The last section of this report explores the various social groups which are particularly vulnerable to targeted violence and persecution in Honduras. Courts frequently are either not presented with this information or do not give sufficient weight to it, and accordingly are suspicious of Honduran asylum seekers who frequently have legitimate fears for their lives and well-being. In an increasingly globalized world where transnational criminal syndicates’ interaction with fragile and corrupt states give rise to new flows of forcibly displaced people, U.S. immigration officials must begin to evaluate claims in light of these present day realities and give adequate consideration to claims by Hondurans for humanitarian relief.
I. Introduction

In the last several years, a number of political and social factors have combined to cause many Hondurans to leave their country and attempt the dangerous journey through Mexico to the United States. Some Hondurans detained at the border or apprehended after they have entered the United States have chosen to claim refugee status—essentially arguing that conditions in Honduras are sufficiently severe for them personally that they rise to the level of persecution, and that the Honduran government is unwilling and/or unable to offer them protection. In general, few of these claims succeed. This is partly a result of a legal environment in the U.S. asylum system that fails to fully grasp many of the forms of violence in contemporary Honduras, and the penetration of state entities by organized criminal enterprises that increasingly use government institutions to pursue targets and terrorize communities. A robust analysis of targeted and generalized violence in Honduras, and an understanding of the various groups most vulnerable to targeted violence and other forms of persecution will assist the U.S. to more completely meet the humanitarian and international protection needs of Hondurans forced to flee their homeland. This memo will highlight some of these issues by providing a brief overview of the current environment within Honduras, followed by a discussion of the U.S. law related to asylum claims in general and challenges faced by Hondurans more particularly. Finally, this memo will undertake an analysis of some of the groups most vulnerable to persecution and displacement within Honduran society.

II. Country of Origin Information: Current Environment

Honduras has a history of political violence, domination of certain sectors of society by organized crime, and volatile land disputes. Further, instability following a 2009 coup has allowed street level gangs to flourish and larger multinational cartels to seize unprecedented power and influence. The response to public outcry surrounding the surging rates of violent crime, including the highest per capita murder rate in the world, has been a mano dura crackdown in many impoverished neighborhoods and the deployment of military to certain regions of the country while militarizing civilian law enforcement entities. An overall climate of fear and instability abounds and a weak and divided civil society has reported harassment and targeting by law enforcement officials. Attempts to purge the police of criminal and corrupt elements have been slow and largely unsuccessful. This is exacerbated by broad impunity, lack of an independent judiciary, and widespread use of assassinations by both private and public actors.

Gangs have effective control over much of Honduras: one Honduran official noted that they are now operating in 40% of the country. Extortion of businesses, taxis, teachers, and others is an important means of funding for gangs. Recently gangs have begun targeting homeowners, killing or taking over the homes of those who cannot pay the so-called “war tax.” In some areas whole neighborhoods have been displaced. Both street gang members and police officers operate as hired assassins, and there is a growing involvement of drug cartels in the political affairs of the country.

---

Government ability to control gang activity is at best ineffective and at worst complicit. “Organized crime has made its way into some sectors of the police, politics and the judicial branch, to the point that it appears to have grown beyond law enforcement’s ability to deal with it.” Police are frequently compromised or directly responsible for violence: in June, the entire investigative police unit (1400 officers) was suspended over allegations of corruption. Extortion rackets are conducted in coordination with government officials or police. The situation is compounded by a weak justice system: police corruption and inefficiency, as well as public distrust, mean that only 20% of crimes are reported to the police, and of those, less than 4% are investigated.

Lacking effective institutional remedies for gang violence, the primary governmental response has been heavily militarized which has been criticized for contributing to violence rather than increasing security. Regionally, a mano dura policy was adopted in the early 2000s that was characterized by mass incarceration of suspected gang-affiliated youth, use of military forces instead of police, and the enactment of strict anti-gang laws. Despite initially strong popular support, the initiative has proved broadly ineffective: gangs adapted around the new laws and evolved into more sophisticated criminal networks, the charges of most arrestees are dismissed, and incarcerated youth formerly unaffiliated with gangs are recruited in gang controlled prisons. Furthermore, the granting of military ability powers to the police and reliance on the military to maintain security in certain regions has raised concerns over disproportionate use of force and human rights abuses. Although many mano dura policies have been phased out across the region, in Honduras the military retains broad police powers, and new president Juan Orlando Hernandez has committed to reviving the mano dura tactics, abandoning efforts to purge the police of corruption in favor of increased militarization.

This militarized approach has also been used as a solution to other social and political disputes. Military forces have been used to respond to land conflicts, development projects, and to perform traditional police functions. This is further complicated by a heavy reliance on private paramilitary security forces, who have been used to perform typical police duties such as dispersing protests or enforcing evictions, and for whom there is concern regarding the lack of regulation. The Honduran police have been accused of running death squads that target both political opposition and gang members. There is evidence of these death squads participating in the “social cleansing” of young men seen as dangerous or undesirable. Even without these abuses, policies of militarization are hard to justify. Across Central America, “evidence also indicates that military involvement in public security functions has not reduced crime rates significantly.” Despite a small decrease in the overall number of homicides over the last year, Honduras still has the highest
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homicide rate in the world, and there has been an increase in “atrocious crimes” such as mutilation or decapitation.\(^\text{20}\) The harm to human rights and rule of law caused by military involvement in police work is an immense price to pay for a negligible decrease in violence.

Finally, violence has been institutionalized not only in the policing functions of the state, but also by various economic actors who are often closely linked to political and/or criminal elements. Honduran resources have historically been held by a few powerful families and multinational corporations. Some commentators have suggested that Honduras’ business elite were the true drivers of the 2009 coup, and that since then there has been a “fusion of the transnational business class with government.”\(^\text{21}\) Accordingly, many disputes over land or other natural resources have been deeply politicized.\(^\text{22}\) Furthermore, powerful economic actors are tied to gang activity and often affiliated with the cartels. The “Los Cachiros” family, one of the primary drug trafficking organizations in Honduras, runs key businesses involved with mining, eco-tourism, and African palm oil.\(^\text{23}\) The Cachiros influence extends to the political sphere: for example, the assassination of a Senator has been tied to his failure to support the Cachiros’s pick for a particular ministerial appointment.\(^\text{24}\) The actions of the Cachiros are just one example of the nexus between gang activity, politics, and economic control that has been forged in Honduras.

### III. Asylum under US Law

Asylum seekers typically file three claims for humanitarian relief: an application for asylum, an application for withholding of removal, and a claim under the Convention Against Torture (CAT). Under the 1980 U.S. Refugee Act, asylum claims consist of three requirements under U.S. law: a refugee is defined as one who is 1) unable or unwilling to return to or avail himself of protection in his country of nationality, 2) because of persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution 3) on account of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group.\(^\text{25}\)

This third requirement establishes a number of protected categories which mirror the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. In 2009, however, the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) introduced new and generally stricter definitional elements for the “particular social group” category, requiring that the group have “social visibility” and “particularity.”\(^\text{26}\) The 3rd and 7th Circuits have refused to apply these new requirements: the 7th Circuit has noted that this is an arbitrary standard, as “particular social groups” have been found when “social visibility” is lacking: “Women who have not yet undergone female genital mutilation in tribes that practice it do not look different from anyone else. A homosexual in a homophobic society will pass as heterosexual.”\(^\text{27}\) However, most circuits have adopted the social visibility and particularity requirements. When persecution is on account of “mixed motives,” for example a non-state actor having targeted an asylum seeker for both personal enrichment and also because of the asylum seeker’s ethnic group, under the REAL ID Act of 2005 one of the protected grounds must be a “central reason.”\(^\text{28}\)

Withholding of removal is mandatory if “the alien’s life or freedom is threatened,” but bears a higher standard of showing persecution compared to asylum applications.\(^\text{29}\) The withholding claim will necessarily fail if the asylum claim fails. Withholding of removal may be used to prevent

---
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the deportation of a person who would be otherwise be eligible for asylum but who cannot benefit from asylum under U.S. law because of a particularity of his/her case, such as not filing for asylum in a timely manner. A CAT claim will succeed if the asylum seeker will more likely than not face torture upon return to his home country. This includes torture by a private actor if government acquiescence or consent is present.30

Procedurally, there are two primary forms of asylum. An “affirmative asylum” claim is a request made by anyone seeking asylum in the United States who is not already subject to removal proceedings.31 A “defensive asylum” claim, by contrast, is raised once removal proceedings have begun against an individual.32 Both of these claims are governed by the same legal standards, and can be made either upon entering the United States or once someone is already present in the country.33 Procedurally, however, there is a difference: defensive asylum claims go directly to a judge, while affirmative asylum claims are first handled by an asylum officer conducting an “asylum interview,” after which the officer is empowered to grant asylum. The standard for passing this interview is whether the asylum seeker has a “well-founded” fear of future persecution.34

A special process exists, however, for an “arriving asylum seeker”—those claiming asylum at a port of entry or who are subject to the expedited removal process (used against those apprehended within 100 miles of the border). These asylum seekers are supposed to be referred for review by immigration enforcement personnel (usually Border Patrol agents or Customs and Border Protection Officers) after they have expressed a fear of returning to their country of origin. They then receive a “credible fear interview,” which has a much lower standard than those governing the asylum interview for affirmative claims: an asylum seeker must merely show that there is a “significant possibility” that a well-founded fear of persecution can be established in immigration court.35 Those surviving the credible fear interview go before an immigration judge; those that do not are deported unless they are savvy enough to request a review by an immigration judge.36

The lower-bar for credible fear interviews should be a protective mechanism for asylum seekers who face expedited deportation, but unfortunately this is not always the case. A 2005 study by the U.S. Commission on Religious Freedom found that 15% of asylum seekers who expressed a fear of return to their country of origin were not properly referred to the credible fear interview process.37 While more recent studies have not been conducted, there continue to be reports of migrants who cannot obtain asylum because of confusion among immigration enforcement authorities and newly arrived immigration over the process and other failures of the system.38 Such shortcomings in the asylum process are not limited to the credible fear interview stage: serious questions have been raised regarding the consistent application of legal standards during these determinations, although further research on this problem is needed.39

---
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IV. The Law Affecting Honduran Claims in American Courts

Hondurans generally have a low rate of success in the asylum process, although the availability of comprehensive Honduran-specific data is limited. Of the 1,257 asylum requests from Honduras that passed a credible fear interview and made it into immigration court in the 2012 fiscal year, only 93 were granted.\footnote{Immigration Courts FY 2012 Asylum Statistics, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW (accessed Mar. 4, 2013), http://www.justice.gov/eoir/foia/FY12AsyStats-Current.pdf.} Between 2002 and 2011, the success rate for asylum applicants from Honduras was around 10%.\footnote{Joel Millman, More Illegal Immigrants Ask for Asylum, WALL STREET JOURNAL, Oct. 17, 2013, http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304795804579097473250488020.} It is important to note, however, that the number of Honduran asylum seekers granted asylum has changed significantly over that time period: in 2003, only 9 affirmative asylum claims from Honduras were granted, as opposed to 141 in 2012 (for defensive claims, the jump was from 34 to 93).\footnote{Yearbook of Immigration Statistics: 2012, DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY (accessed Mar. 4, 2013), http://www.dhs.gov/yearbook-immigration-statistics-2012-refugees-and-asylees.} Changes in country conditions since the 2009 coup may be partially responsible for this. Due to the fact that the surge in asylum claims from Honduras has been so recent, much of the subsequent analysis will also look to other countries in the Northern Triangle of Central America.

A primary challenge for many Hondurans seeking asylum is establishing that they fall within a protected category (religion, political opinion, nationality, race, or a particular social group). Much of the violence in Honduras is “mixed-motive,” meaning that even when someone is persecuted because of their membership in a certain group, it is often also linked to economic or other reasons. Extortion has a strong economic motivation, for example, even if it targets a particular group. Under the REAL ID Act of 2005, when persecution of an asylum-seeker is “mixed motive,” one of the protected grounds (religion, political opinion, etc) must be a “central reason” for the persecution.\footnote{8 U.S.C.A. § 1158.} This can make establishing asylum for Hondurans difficult, because economic motivations are seen as central to much of the violence. For example, religion was not considered a central motive for attacks and extortion of a Salvadoran on his way to church, despite threats warning him to stop attending services.\footnote{Quinteros-Mendoza v. Holder, 556 F.3d 159 (4th Cir. 2009).} Similarly, a Honduran member of a land cooperative who opposed the sale of land by local landlords was not considered to be persecuted for his political opinion because the landlords targeted him on account of his land, not his political opinions about the land.\footnote{Ontunez-Tursios v. Ashcroft, 303 F.3d 341, 352 (5th Cir. 2002).} Such an approach overlooks the fact that land cooperatives in Honduras often pose a direct threat to the power of elite land owners who are inextricably linked to politically powerful individuals and state institutions.\footnote{See discussion infra pp. 13-15.}

Hondurans fleeing gang violence and/or recruitment find obtaining asylum in the United States particularly difficult. In Elias-Zacarias, a case similar in substance to Honduran asylum pleas, a Guatemalan who feared persecution for refusing to join guerillas sought asylum. The Supreme Court held that resistance to recruitment is not necessarily an expression of political opinion. As a result, most Hondurans who flee targeting or recruitment by gangs must establish membership in some “particular social group.” However, “resisting gang recruitment” is generally considered too broad, and attempts to narrow this category by listing attributes such as youth, lack of parental care, etc., usually fail as well.\footnote{Rivera-Barrientos v. Holder, 666 F.3d 641 (10th Cir. 2012); Orellana-Monson v. Holder, 685 F.3d 511 (5th Cir. 2012).} The BIA’s “social visibility” requirement is especially problematic: a woman who was gang raped after refusing to join a gang argued that she was a member of a group of young Salvadoran women who resist gang recruitment, but was not successful because the group was sufficiently particular, but not socially visible.\footnote{See Valdiviez-Galdamez v. Attorney General of U.S., 663 F.3d 582 (3d Cir. 2011); Escobar v. Gonzales, 417 F.3d 363 (3d Cir. 2005); Zelaya v. Holder, 668 F.3d 159 (4th Cir. 2010).} The social visibility means that the most vulnerable—those with no particular platform in society—are less...
likely to be granted asylum, even though they may be most likely to be targeted by gangs.\textsuperscript{49}

Demonstrating persecution may also be difficult for victims of gang violence because this requirement is dependent on an inability or unwillingness by the state to control private actors. Mere inaction by the police does not necessarily show an inability or unwillingness to control private actors,\textsuperscript{50} and a failure to report crime or abuse to police may be a barrier to establishing government inability to protect victims, even when the victim fears police corruption or entanglement with persecutors.\textsuperscript{51}

A Salvadoran woman who refused to be a gang member’s girlfriend was the victim of an attempted murder and her grandmother was shot and killed, but the fact that police responded and investigated her grandmother’s death and her attempted murder –despite the fact that the identified perpetrator was neither charged, arrested or convicted –meant the court did not hold the Salvadoran state unable or unwilling to control organized criminal actors implicated in the case.\textsuperscript{52} This approach assumes a police and government capacity that is often lacking in Central American states, and ignores the entanglement of gangs and drug cartels in police forces.

Former gang members attempting to leave Honduras face additional challenges, although in some circuits it will be easier to establish these individuals as members of a particular social group. First, if they committed serious non-political crimes while in the gang, they may be ineligible for asylum. Second, circuit courts are split on whether to treat former gang membership as a protected class: two circuit courts (the 1st and 9th) have explicitly refused to extend asylum to former gang members, two have said former gang membership can be a particular social group in certain circumstances (6th and 7th), and the rest remain undecided.\textsuperscript{53} So far, courts have not always extended analysis from other geographic regions to bear on this issue. For example, despite strong similarities between gang recruitment of children in Central America and the recruitment of child soldiers in other parts of the world, the analysis used in child soldier cases has not been extended to former child gang members.\textsuperscript{54} It remains to be seen whether the undecided circuits will extend this analysis to Honduran former gang members, or follow the 1st and 9th Circuits in refusing to treat former gang members as a particular social group.

When asylum claims are foreclosed by the above challenges, CAT claims can provide a promising alternate route, although such claims can be difficult to make in the Honduran context. On the one hand, even circuits that have explicitly refused to extend asylum to former gang members will still consider CAT claims.\textsuperscript{55} An especially promising case from the 9th Circuit determined that the BIA failed to consider evidence related to the torture of gang members with tattoos in Honduran prisons.\textsuperscript{56} In general, however, CAT claims frequently fail, primarily because of the difficulty of showing government acquiescence to private conduct. While “willful blindness” is sufficient to show government acquiescence to torture, providing proof is often difficult: listing general reports without specific evidence that the Salvadoran police arbitrarily tortured suspected gang members was insufficient in the 1st circuit.\textsuperscript{57}

In addition, ineffective government protection or assistance or a lack of financial resources for protection do not constitute government acquiescence to torture.\textsuperscript{58} Such ineffective protection is often a result of gang influence or corruption of government entities, but absent proof of these elements, these claims often fail.

In summary, American law has not adapted to recognize forms of persecution carried out by
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powerful non-state actors or resulting from a combination of political and economic factors, despite the fact that such actions are responsible for widespread violence and displacement in countries like Honduras. This may partially account for a dramatic difference in the success rates of asylum applicants from Colombia, where violence is primarily caused by the FARC, versus Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras, where most violence stems from gang or cartel activity.\(^{59}\) This is despite the fact that transnational drug cartels often are more powerful and have a broader reach than the state, that they increasingly are becoming entangled with national politics, and that they are diversifying their activities into non-traditional spheres such as extortion, human trafficking, and even mining operations.\(^{60}\) An additional concern with American treatment of asylum claims is that the high rates of migration from Central America may have colored courts’ interpretations of claims from Honduras: a heavy emphasis on economic factors for migration and an inadequate appreciation of violence induced displacement from Honduras typifies many of the underlying assumptions of U.S. courts. Too often courts fail to account for the inability of police to provide any meaningful protection from targeted violence by these private actors, nor do courts recognize the particular vulnerability of children to gang recruitment. The result is a near-routine denial of Honduran asylum claims, even when Hondurans face grave risks in returning to their country of origin.

ii. Vulnerable Groups

The following represents a (non-comprehensive) list of those groups within Honduran society who are especially at risk. Note that there is no necessary correlation between these groups and which groups are protected under American asylum law—rather, many of these have been explicitly not considered a particular social group or are likely too broad. However, they do highlight the various (and often intersecting) attributes for which Hondurans may be persecuted or otherwise targeted by either state or private actors.

\section{Campesinos, the Rural Poor, and Land and Environmental Activists}

Inequality in land ownership and access to land, as well as ongoing land disputes in parts of Honduras, have left numerous Hondurans landless, unemployed, and in poverty. While a 1992 law included some positive steps, such as recognizing the rights of indigenous peoples to their land and removed a prior limit on land titles for small farms, it also removed existing protections for small landowners.\(^{61}\) As a result, a few large landowners have consolidated much of the arable land: currently, a quarter of it is owned by less than one percent of farmers.\(^{62}\) Accordingly, there still remains a large number of the landless rural poor. Small landowners may lose their land to hard or soft coercive tactics by more powerful landowners, and ongoing disputes resulting from a byzantine system and competing conceptions of land ownership occasionally result in violence.\(^{63}\) It is important to note that these disputes are not merely economic: debates over land ownership and reform are heavily politicized, often pitting a politically-powerful land-owning class against campesino groups who have developed discrete identities on account of their activism on land issues over the last few decades.\(^{64}\)

In addition to economic dislocation and poverty, these resource struggles have been accompanied...
by an alarming amount of violence by multiple parties. Between the coup of 2009 and February of 2013, at least 60 land rights activists and indigenous leaders were killed. First, both street gangs and drug cartels exploit resource disputes and poverty for their own gain. As cartels are pushed out of cities by anti-gang efforts, they use rural or isolated land to build airplane strips and other infrastructure that support their activities. They accordingly use threats and violence to force many subsistence landowners into abandoning or selling their land. Second, private security militias hired by wealthy landowners function as small armies throughout rural Honduras with little government oversight or regulation of their activities. These private security groups sometimes work in tandem with government forces, and may shoot to kill or use otherwise abusive tactics. Private security militias have been accused of various human rights abuses, including carrying out functions typically under the jurisdiction of government actors such as responding forcibly to political protests or executing evictions. Government forces, rather than serving as a check on this violence, become an additional actor in its perpetuation. In the Bajo Aguan region of Honduras, for example, Human Rights Watch has reported the eviction and burning of campesino homes, torture of individuals, and excessive use of force against protestors, all by government agents. A heavily militarized approach to land conflicts often results in a failure to protect campesinos and others poor laborers—rather, security forces are frequently presumed to be corrupt or aligned with landowner/or corporate interests, in addition to being accused of complicity in human rights abuses.

Understanding this nexus between resource conflicts and violence is key in the context of asylum claims, which are unlikely to succeed based on poverty alone. Effectively, many poor Hondurans face coercive tactics to sell their land from wealthier land owners or developers on the one hand, and forced sales or land theft from drug cartels on the other, with a government that is unable to protect them or complicit in the abuse. However, courts often fail to take these coercive influences into account, instead viewing Hondurans as primarily economic migrants: one circuit refused to recognize a campesino farming cooperative as a particular social group, reasoning that landowners were not discriminating against the campesinos generally but were rather only interested in the land.

ii. Indigenous and Afro-Honduran Communities Calling for Land Rights or Environmental Protection

Although indigenous groups now have greater rights and recognition in Honduras than they have historically, significant poverty and inequality remain. Furthermore, large development projects present a new and concerning threat to the livelihoods and land of many indigenous communities, whose attempts at protest have frequently been met with violence. Under Honduras’ international legal obligations, development projects affecting indigenous territory must obtain consent from affected communities.

---
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indigenous communities. However, this frequently does not occur: in 2012, there were 15 reported projects throughout Honduras that threatened indigenous land and were proceeding without community consent. In some instances, consent or agreements to sign over land ownership have been obtained using violence or other coercive tactics: for example, one Garifuna leader reported that she was forced at gunpoint to sign a document surrendering communal Garifuna property. There are several development projects that currently have an especially severe impact on indigenous groups. The Tela Bay tourism resort project has hurt the ability of Garifuna to pursue traditional livelihoods and altered the natural ecosystem. The Lenca indigenous community, who have refused to give approval for a dam project in the Rio Blanco region and have been actively engaged in a peaceful blockade of an access road for the project, are also particularly vulnerable as a result. Recent incidents include the murder of three members of Tolupan tribes who had been engaged in peaceful anti-mining protests in August 2013.

Finally, indigenous groups are particularly vulnerable to the effects of the general instability and conflict that have plagued Honduras. Indigenous girls, for example, are at an especially high risk for human trafficking. In recent years their rates of sexual and organ trafficking among indigenous communities have been increasing. Similarly, indigenous communities have been particularly affected by the operations of illicit groups and the accompanying anti-drug trafficking efforts. The North Atlantic coast, home to many indigenous people, represents an ideal smuggling site because of its geographic location and isolation: it is estimated that 87% of planes smuggling cocaine into the United States land in Honduras first. Unemployment rates in indigenous communities are high—around 50%—and with traditional livelihoods disrupted by economic exploitation and drug-related violence, assistance to (or at least tolerance of) drug traffickers becomes unavoidable. Military operations attempting to stop the trafficking have damaged communities “with more concern for seizing cocaine than protecting people.” As a result, indigenous communities face violence from both traffickers and military forces.

iii. Those at Risk of Imprisonment

Those who may be imprisoned upon returning to Honduras constitute another group that is particularly vulnerable to abuse upon deportation. Honduran prisons are overcrowded, violent, and
corrupt. As of 2012, approximately half of all inmates in Honduran prisons had never been convicted of a crime. The prisons follow a self-governance structure in which prisoners create their own internal command structure and elect ‘coordinators’. The result is that as of 2013, gangs were reported to control all of Honduras’ prisons, and in several locations the prison officials could not even enter the prison without permission from the inmates. Inmate ‘coordinators’ assault fellow prisoners, engage in violent altercations with rival gangs, and maintain control over access to food, cells/living spaces, and other resources, both legal and illegal. Health care, hygiene, and other safety features are often lacking, and in 2012, a prison fire killed over 350 inmates. Women are especially vulnerable: there is only one female prison, and when that is full women are not segregated in the alternate prisons.

These conditions may qualify as torture under the CAT, and accordingly individuals who are not eligible for asylum because of prior crimes may have some success making a CAT claim related to prison conditions. The question of mistreatment because of gang affiliation should at least be considered by the BIA: the 9th Circuit has specified that the BIA was required to consider a claim that a Honduran would be denied medical care in prison because of gang tattoos, and his case was remanded.

Finally, it should be noted that these considerations apply not only to those who will be sent to prison upon returning to Honduras, but to anyone with gang tattoos, gang affiliation, or even young men in general. All of these groups are vulnerable to imprisonment without charges being filed: Under a 2003 anti-gang law, Honduran police can arrest those who merely appear to be gang affiliated, which includes those who have tattoos. Accordingly, some of this analysis could also be useful in an asylum context as well as a CAT context.

iv. Youth

Impoverished youth are especially vulnerable to gang recruitment and subsequent anti-gang backlash. A Honduran study in 2012 reported that most surveyed gang members had joined between age 11 and 20. Data from 2007 suggests that 77% of new gang members are 15 years of age or younger. Schools are often subject to extortion or recruitment efforts, with reported recruitments of youth as young as six. Children are attractive to gangs because they frequently have immunity under Honduran law. This targeting of youth has led to increased flows of unaccompanied minors attempting entry to the United States in recent years. While there is some debate as to the extent to which forcible recruitment is responsible for gang membership, it certainly exists, especially among the poor or otherwise vulnerable. Leaving the gang is possible in some cases, but is often accompanied by retaliatory attacks.

Because gangs are seen as a youth problem, certain Honduran youth also may face persecution.
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from the Honduran government. Anti-gang policies often target youth, who sometimes become a scapegoat for violence within Honduras.\textsuperscript{99} This is compounded by the high number of arrestees who are detained and never receive a trial, meaning youth with no connections to gangs may be held within detention facilities under the anti-gang laws.\textsuperscript{100} Furthermore, there have been reports of vigilante groups committing extrajudicial killings of young people presumed to be in gangs.\textsuperscript{101} Seeking legal redress is unlikely to be effective, as 93\% of crimes against youth in Honduras end in impunity.\textsuperscript{102}

The result of violence by these various actors means that rates of extrajudicial killing of children and youth is extremely high. Currently, about 73 youth under the age of 23 are killed per month.\textsuperscript{103} Despite these troubling facts, youth alone is most likely an insufficient basis for establishing a protected group. Even without applying a particularity or social visibility requirement, the 3rd circuit has noted that “Nor is youth alone a sufficient requirement, disappearing as it does with age,” determining that street children were not a particular social group.\textsuperscript{104}

\section*{v. Women and “Girlfriends” of Gang Members}

The rate of violence and homicides targeting Honduran women and girls has risen sharply in Honduras in recent years and at a much faster rate than the still disturbing increase in the male homicide rate: in 2012, despite a slight decrease in the overall homicide rate, homicides with female victims rose by 30\%. Of those homicides, less than 5\% were a result of domestic violence.\textsuperscript{105} Instead, this violence appears to be related to a number of factors, including the militarization of security forces and the police, impunity, targeting of women activists, and the killing of women to send messages to family members. Security forces have been accused of sexual violence after the coup as well as in the Bajo Aguán region, and beatings and rapes of women by Honduran police forces are reported to be routine.\textsuperscript{106} Gangs often target women who are unprotected by a male family member in the home (if, for example, the father has migrated or travels for work), and such women are especially vulnerable to sexual abuse\textsuperscript{107} or extortion.\textsuperscript{108}

Those women and girls who are gang members, gang “girlfriends,” or recruited as a gang member’s girlfriend are especially at risk. Women and girls in a relationship with a gang member are not necessarily considered part of the gang—indeed, most gang members look for girlfriends outside the gang who are usually between the ages of 13 and 15.\textsuperscript{109} If these girls then give birth to a gang member’s child, they may have their infants taken away and placed with gang members.\textsuperscript{110} The killing
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of a gang member’s girlfriend (or mother) as an act of reprisal has become increasingly common.\textsuperscript{111} Women likely constitute a larger share of gang membership than has previously been thought—one estimate suggests 20% of Honduran gang members are female.\textsuperscript{112} Female gang members have often been sexually abused or tortured as part of gang initiation rituals or during the course of their membership in the gang.\textsuperscript{113}

Recent trends in American courts suggest a greater willingness to consider women as a particular social group in some circumstances. In general, this has been tied to risk for female genital mutilation or domestic violence.\textsuperscript{114} However, a 9th Circuit decision noted that “all women in Guatemala” could be a particular social group.\textsuperscript{115} The outcome of this case on remand will be important because of its concern with high rates of femicide and impunity for perpetrators.

\vspace{6pt} vi. Victims of Trafficking and Returned Migrants

The combination of post-coup unrest, institutional fragility, and counter-narcotics operations have incentivized criminal enterprises to diversify their income sources has opened a greater market for human trafficking within Honduras. Hondurans have been trafficked for forced labor purposes, especially to the United States, Mexico, and Guatemala. There are also instances of forced labor within Honduras.\textsuperscript{116} Sex trafficking of Honduran women and children, as well as an increasing number of LGBT Hondurans, is an ongoing concern, both within Honduras as part of a sex tourism industry and outside of Honduras.\textsuperscript{117} There are also high numbers of child prostitutes within Honduras: a recent report suggests there are 3,000 in San Pedro Sula alone.\textsuperscript{118}

Hondurans who attempt to immigrate to the United States or elsewhere are particularly at risk for trafficking and other abuses. The journey through Mexico to the United States is particularly dangerous. Those taking it are frequently at the mercy of smugglers or others demanding fees and other services.\textsuperscript{119} There have been numerous deaths along the United States southern border,\textsuperscript{120} and as many as 6 out of every 10 women are believed to be sexually abused while making this journey.\textsuperscript{121} Nonetheless, many migrants take the risks either because of conditions in Honduras or because they have family in the United States. About half of all who attempt to cross the American southern border have family members in the United States, including almost a quarter who have a child who is a U.S. citizen.\textsuperscript{122}

Honduran migrants are further at risk in comparison to those from other Central American countries. Because Honduras did not experience the civil wars others in the region suffered in the 1980s, migration to the United States was not common until the 1990s, and especially increased after Hurricane Mitch in 1998 and the coup in 2009.\textsuperscript{123} This means Hondurans did not generally benefit from earlier immigration laws that provided legal status to many other Central Americans living in the United States. Consequently, relatives
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in the United States are less likely to have legal status, so Hondurans have less access to support networks or pathways to legal citizenship as compared to other Central Americans. Those who have been deported or otherwise returned to Honduras may have suffered trauma, abuse or be additionally vulnerable.

For purposes of analysis of eligibility for humanitarian relief, it is important to recognize that the dangers faced by irregular migrants attempting to enter the United States make them particularly vulnerable upon their return home. However, because most of the harm occurs outside of Honduras, establishing persecution on a protected ground within Honduras is likely to be quite different for returned migrants: attempts to establish a particular social group around unaccompanied children with family members in the U.S., for example, have been largely unsuccessful. Of further note is that U.S. law distinguishes between those who have been trafficked into the U.S. and those who have been smuggled, providing greater flexibility and care for the former rather than the latter. This distinction may be somewhat incoherent at times, given the abusive conditions which surround smuggling, but nonetheless remains an important one legally.

vii. Other Vulnerable Groups

Human Rights Defenders

Honduras’s high homicide rate, the availability of hired assassins, and the culture of impunity creates an environment that is especially hostile for various human rights defenders, many of whom have been killed, threatened, arbitrarily detained, or otherwise harassed. As of 2012, over 380 Hondurans had precautionary measures issued for their protection by the Inter-American Human Rights system of the Organization of American States (OAS); however, many of these remain at risk and are concerned for their safety because of the failure of Honduran authorities to appropriately implement protection mechanisms. Furthermore, many human rights defenders do not seek protection from the state because they believe that doing so makes them more vulnerable, and the state does not always have the means or interest in providing adequate protection.

Lawyers and Members of the Judiciary

A weak judicial system, combined with rampant violence and crime, means that a climate of fear is the reality for many judges and lawyers in Honduras. A high number of lawyers have been victims of homicides, threats, or other crimes: between 2010 and 2012, 53 lawyers were killed. Some of these were linked to particular activism or criminal law work, but others practiced commercial or family law, suggesting that lawyers are targets merely because of the nature of their profession. This being said, those involved with criminal prosecutions face the highest risk. The Office of the Public Prosecutor in particular has struggled to perform its duties because of political interference, corruption in the police, resource shortages, and death threats made to staff.

The lack of an independent judiciary and a targeting of judges places them in a similarly vulnerable position. The Honduran judiciary is heavily reliant on political currents: in 2012, the National Congress removed four Supreme
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Court justices after controversial rulings by the Constitutional Chamber that a “Police Purge Law” and a “Charter Cities Law” were unconstitutional. In addition to political pressure, many justices receive death threats while they are hearing organized crime related cases. This violence has resulted in instances of resignation or assassination of judges.

Journalists

There have been ongoing reports of threats, harassments, and homicides of journalists and their families, most prominently by criminal groups and often in retaliation for reporting on drug trafficking or other sensitive crime issues. Since the 2009 coup, at least 27 journalists have been murdered (10 of which a direct link between their work and their homicide can be established) and many more have been issued precautionary protective measures by the OAS’ Inter-American Commission on Human Rights. Radio and television journalists face a higher risk of homicide because of their public profile, although print journalists are the target of 60% of all aggression (lethal and non-lethal). Journalists appear to be at the most risk when they cover topics related to corruption, development projects, drug trafficking, or political campaigns. However, responsibility for a homicide may be hard to trace, especially because the impunity rate for the murder of journalists is around 97%. Importantly, what may appear to began violence (or is claimed to be by state officials) may nonetheless involve state officials: circumstantial evidence surrounding the deaths of some journalists suggests state involvement. The implications of this could be important for journalists attempting to link persecution to the state’s action or inaction for asylum claim purposes.

Political candidates and supporters

Immediately following the 2009 coup, there were multiple instances of attacks and killings of opposition members and protestors, excessive use of force used against protestors, and instances of arbitrary detention and torture. Although there have been some attempts made to address this violence, broad impunity remains for many of the abuses. Although violence and other forms of persecution based on political affiliation has diminished somewhat since the coup, it remains an ongoing issue, and both majority and opposition supporters have been targeted. Since the coup, at least sixteen candidates from opposition party LIBRE have been killed.
LGBT Activists and Community

There have been a number of instances of violence or threats made against LGBT activists or members of the LGBT community. These include a number of homicides of transgender individuals, and the shooting of several activists. In total, civil society estimates report the murders of 90 LGBT persons between 2008 and February 2013.\(^\text{146}\) In addition, police have threatened LGBT activists with arbitrary detention or prohibited them from meeting in public places. The UN Special Rapporteur for Human Rights Defenders has suggested that violence and attacks against LGBT persons by police and private security may constitute a pattern of hate crimes.\(^\text{147}\)

Extortion victims

A number of groups are particularly at risk of extortion, and accordingly are more likely to be deprived of their means of livelihood or home. Although their deaths often receive less press than the deaths of lawyers or journalists, taxi drivers (along with police officers) represent a much higher number of the homicides in Honduras.\(^\text{148}\) Taxi drivers can be easily targeted because of their regular routine, and many belong to cooperatives that have been forced to pay fees to various gangs.\(^\text{149}\) Changing professions is seldom an option because of scarce employment opportunities for the drivers, and filing a police complaint risks violent reprisals from the gangs.\(^\text{150}\) Bus drivers, who handle large amounts of cash and are highly visible, face many of the same challenges and are similarly targeted.\(^\text{151}\)

In addition to professional groups, gangs often extort homeowners, and residents requiring fines to live in certain areas. When homeowners or tenants are no longer able to pay this “war tax,” gangs kill them or take over the house.\(^\text{152}\) Homeowners perceived as wealthy or with relatives in the United States are especially at risk.\(^\text{153}\) Conversely, some wealthy owners form secure districts in which they hire private security and cordon off their street; thus those living in very poor neighborhoods are also at especially high risk for extortion (and, being poor, often unable to pay the fees and more likely to be forced from their homes or killed).\(^\text{154}\)

Asylum seekers fleeing extortion have an especially difficult case to make. Extortion by gangs is typically seen as economically motivated. For example, the 11th Circuit has refused to grant asylum to victims of extortion even when the actor was one with an overtly stated political motivation (the FARC guerrillas of Colombiа), finding no political opinion was imputed because of the extortion.\(^\text{155}\) Similarly, courts have rejected claims that time spent in the United States will make one a target of extortion by gangs for perceived wealth.\(^\text{156}\)
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VI. Questions for Further Research

These concerns over the treatment of Honduran asylum claims in the United States raise a number of questions for further consideration. First, it reflects the need for a greater research into Honduran-specific asylum trends. Statistics reflecting the recent increases in Honduran immigration over the past few years are still difficult to obtain, making policy analysis difficult. The publication of information regarding the number of Hondurans who are referred for credible fear interviews, the screening mechanisms used by Customs and Border Protection personnel to make these referrals, the number who successfully pass credible fear interviews, etc., would be especially useful given concerns procedural due process concerns at that level. In addition, strong research analyzing the intersection between older push factors and newer immigration trends could be informative, and greater analysis of current country conditions (particularly in English) is a needed resource for judges and lawyers. Finally, the case law dealing with Honduran asylum claims is also somewhat thin, presumably because Honduran claims are still working their way through the system.

Second, greater access to resources documenting the current situation in Honduras would assist judges, lawyers, asylum officers, and border patrol agents in recognizing the full reality of targeted and generalized violence in Honduras today. Due to the fact that much of the violence in Honduras is never investigated, and impunity is widespread, it can be difficult to establish an exact persecutor, and seeking assistance from the Honduran law enforcement may prove dangerous. Furthermore, what looks like private violence often implicates public actors, and courts need to understand the ways in which public and private violence are linked in Honduras. In particular, because courts are hesitant to define persecution in terms of economic harm, further research is needed on the connections between economically-motivated crime and violence in Honduras and political or social circumstances that drive such economic crimes. Better documentation of these dynamics (especially in English) would give lawyers access to greater tools when arguing asylum cases, and would assist advocates in discussions over needed asylum reforms and the current treatment of those fleeing violence or other persecution in Honduras.

Finally, there needs to be further discussion of the ways American asylum law fails to respond to modern forms of persecution. Asylum law in the U.S., developed under the shadow of the Cold War, is heavily concerned with the infringement of civil and political liberties under strong, centralized states. Today, many asylum seekers come from weak or fragile states with complicated ties to powerful transnational actors. Such transnational actors may be extraordinarily well-financed and have greater political sway than the state. Accordingly, what may look like arbitrary violence to American courts or asylum officers may in reality reflect the persecution of certain groups which pose a threat to or represent an opportunity for exploitation by these powerful actors.

VII. Conclusion

Hondurans seeking asylum in the United States often face enormous risks to reach the border: migrants represent easy targets for both gangs and smugglers, often are underage and travelling alone, and face heightened risk of sexual assault and other forms of violence. The journey is nonetheless increasingly dangerous and violence and impunity in Honduras has become pervasive, creating a climate which has allowed numerous actors, both criminal and non-criminal, to use violence as an effective tool for social and political control. This leaves many Hondurans with no choice but to flee Honduras when they become targets for the violence or are otherwise entangled in the social and political unrest.

The American asylum system, however, continues to view Honduran immigration as primarily a product of economic flight. Gang violence in particular is seen as an economic problem, without a full appreciation of its political nature or the amount of political control exercised by drug cartels. Furthermore, close proximity of the United States to Central America and the resulting high numbers of persons arriving from Central American countries facilitates certain assumptions and fears in the American social imagination, including a fear that taking asylum claims from Honduras seriously will "open the floodgates" to millions fleeing violence. Yet the extraordinary amount of violence in Honduras easily rivals (and exceeds) that of many countries at war around the world: in addition to having the world's highest homicide rate, Honduras has been listed with the likes of Iraq, Libya, the Central African Republic, and Syria as one of the most serious conflicts expected in 2014. Given the current social conflict in Honduras, immigration officials in the United States, and indeed other countries in the region, have an obligation to carefully screen Honduran arrivals for possible humanitarian relief, recognizing that many Hondurans have been forced to flee the pervasive and sometimes targeted violence gripping their homeland.